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MIN.PART I LISTENING COMPREHENSION [20 MIN.]In

Section A, B and C you will hear everything once only. Listen

carefully and then answer the questions that follow. Select the correct

response for each question.SECTION A STATEMENTIn this

section you will hear 8 statements. At the end of the statement you

will be given 10 seconds to answer each of the following 8 questions.

Now listen to the statements.1. Why didnt Ben listen to the president

speech?A. The program was on too late.B. He doesnt like the

president.C. His political science lecturer didnt allow him to do

so.D. He had a late class.正确答案是2. What was Nancy doing?A.

Nancy was shopping.B. Nancy was cooking.C. Nancy was putting

the food away.D. Nancy was washing up.正确答案是3. The speaker

was in _____.A. a record storeB. a video shopC. a libraryD. a kiosk

正确答案是4. Which statement is true?A. You must answer ten

questions for homework.B. Your homework is given on page ten.C.

The answers need to be corrected in the workbook.D. The answers

to the questions are on page ten.正确答案是5. Why should one be

careful?A. Because of road conditions.B. Because the planes turn

sharply.C. Because there are no signs.D. Because the routs are too

long.正确答案是6. What is Maggies sister going to do?A. She is

going to stay with Maggie for a week.B. She is going to arrive in eight

days.C. She is going to be visited by Maggie tomorrow.D. She and



Maggie are coming to town soon.正确答案是7. What will the

speaker probably do?A. Open the box.B. Seal the box.C. Refuse to

accept the box.D. Weigh the box.正确答案是8. Which statement is

true?A. The speaker feels it a pity that Tony cant come to the party.B.

Toney cant come to the party because he has to help his friends

parents.C. The party will be held tonight.D. The party will be held at

Tonys parents. 正确答案是SECTION B CONVERSATIONIn this

section, you will hear 8 short conversations between two speakers. At

the end of each conversation you will be given 10 seconds to answer

each of the following 8 questions. Now listen to the conversations.9.

What did the woman say about Jack?A. He doesnt keep his

promises.B. Hes very trustworthy.C. Hes not really busy.D. Jack will

help.正确答案是10. When will the Blacks arrive?A. 6:00B. 7:00C.
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